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32% discount on cart Do not have items in your shopping cart. There aren't many books of Electro Homoeopathic Materia Medica. This book, therefore, fills the void. The author is the faculty director and has shared his many years of experience with students, teachers and practitioners of this unique
system. The book also includes a chapter on the life sketch of Dr. Ceasre Mattei, who is the father of electro homoeopathy. Shopping cart You do not have items in your shopping cart. Stock Image On this item: Palala Press, United States, 2018. Soft. Status: new. Language: English. A brand-new book.
Scientists have chosen this work as culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is reproduced from the original artifact and remains as faithful as it is to the original work. Therefore, you will see original copyright references, library seals (since most of these
works were housed in our most important libraries around the world) and other notes in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States, and perhaps other nations. Within the United States, you are free to copy and distribute this work because no entity (individual or corporation) has
copyright to the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blured pages, bad images, wrong tags, etc. Scientists believe, and we agree, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced and generally accessible to the public. We appreciate
your support for the conservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. Seller Inventory # AAV9781377418360 More information about this seller | Contact this seller 8. Seller's picture Of this item: Pranava Books, 2020. It's leather. Status: NEW.
Leather edition. Status: new. Language: eng Volume: c.1 Leather binding of the spine and angles with golden leaf printing on the spine. Reprinted from the BK edition. No changes were made to the original text. This is not retyped or ocr'd reprint. Illustrations, Index, if any, are included in black and white.
Each page is checked manually before printing. Since this on-demand print book has been reprinted from a very old book, there may be some missing or flawed pages, but we always try to make the book as complete as possible. Fold it, if any, they're not part of the book. If the original book is published
in multiple volumes, then this reprint is of only one volume, not the entire set. IF YOU WANT TO ORDER A CERTAIN VOLUME OR ALL QUANTITIES YOU CAN CONTACT US. Sewing the binding for a longer life, where the block of the book is actually sewn (sewn /part sewn) the thread before tying it
resulting in a more durable type of binding. THERE COULD BE DELAYS FROM THE ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE DUE TO COVIDA-19. Pages: 266 Page: 266 Volume: c.1. Seller Inventory #LB100153121626 More information about this seller Contact this seller on 11 October 2015. Seller's picture of
this item: Leather Bound. Status: new. CHOOSE ANY LEATHER COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE AT NO EXTRA COST, JUST OPEN THE VIEW LARGER IMAGE BUTTON JUST BELOW THE PICTURE OF THE BOOK AND SEND US YOUR CHOICE. Our book has a leather-binding spine and angles with
gold leaf print on the round spine. Reprinted (2018) with the help of the original edition published long ago (1880). This book is printed in black and white, sewing tying for a longer life, printed on high-quality paper, resized according to current standards, professionally processed without changing the
contents. Because these are old books, we manually processed each page and made it readable, but in some cases some pages are blur or missing or black spots. If it is a higher volume set, then it is only one volume, if you want to order a certain or all quantities that you can contact us. We expect you
to understand our compulsion in these books. We found this book important to readers who want to know more about our old treasure so we put it back on the shelves. I hope you will like and give your comments and suggestions. Lang: -eng , Pages 266 , Print on Request. {FOLIO EDITION IS ALSO
AVAILABLE.}; Seller Inventory # LB1111014531051 More Information About This Seller | Contact this seller on 12 October 2016. Seller's picture Of this item: Pranava Books, 2020. It's leather. Status: NEW. Leather edition. Status: new. Language: eng leather binding of the spine and angles with golden
leaf printing on the spine. Reprinted from the BK edition. No changes were made to the original text. This is not retyped or ocr'd reprint. Illustrations, Index, if any, are included in black and white. Each page is checked manually before printing. Since this on-demand print book has been reprinted from a
very old book, there may be some missing or flawed pages, but we always try to make the book as complete as possible. Fold it, if any, they're not part of the book. If the original book is published in multiple volumes, then this reprint is of only one volume, not the entire set. IF YOU WANT TO ORDER A
CERTAIN VOLUME OR ALL QUANTITIES YOU CAN CONTACT US. Sewing the binding for a longer life, where the block of the book is actually sewn (sewn /part sewn) the thread before tying it resulting in a more durable type of binding. THERE COULD BE DELAYS FROM THE ESTIMATED
DELIVERY DATE DUE TO COVIDA-19. Pages: 364 Pages: 364. Seller Inventory # LB100151331196 More information about this seller | Contact this seller on 13 October 2015. Seller's picture of this item: Leather Bound. Status: new. CHOOSE ANY LEATHER COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE AT NO
EXTRA COST, JUST OPEN THE VIEW LARGER IMAGE BUTTON JUST BELOW THE PICTURE OF THE BOOK AND SEND US YOUR CHOICE. Our book has a leather-binding spine and angles with gold leaf print on the round spine. Reprinted (2018) with the help of the original edition Long time ago
(1892). This book is printed in black and white, sewing tying for a longer life, printed on high quality quality resized according to current standards, professionally processed without changing the content. Because these are old books, we manually processed each page and made it readable, but in some
cases some pages are blur or missing or black spots. If it is a higher volume set, then it is only one volume, if you want to order a certain or all quantities that you can contact us. We expect you to understand our compulsion in these books. We found this book important to readers who want to know more
about our old treasure so we put it back on the shelves. I hope you will like and give your comments and suggestions. Lang: -eng , Pages 364 , Print on Request. {FOLIO EDITION IS ALSO AVAILABLE.}; Seller Inventory # LB1111013465310 More information about this seller | Contact this seller on 18
October. Stock Image On this item: Palala Press, United States, 2015. Hardback, hardback. Status: new. Language: English. A brand-new book. Scientists have chosen this work as culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as faithful as it is to the original work. Therefore, you will see original copyright references, library seals (since most of these works were housed in our most important libraries around the world) and other notes in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States,
and perhaps other nations. Within the United States, you are free to copy and distribute this work because no entity (individual or corporation) has copyright to the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blured pages, bad images, wrong tags, etc.
Scientists believe, and we agree, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced and generally accessible to the public. We appreciate your support for the conservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. Seller Inventory #
LHB9781341010682 More information about this seller | Contact this 20th century retailer. Stock Image On this item: Palala Press, United States, 2016. Hardback, hardback. Status: new. Language: English. A brand-new book. Scientists have chosen this work as culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is reproduced from the original artifact and remains as faithful as it is to the original work. Therefore, you will see original copyright references, library seals (since most of these works were housed in our most important libraries around the world) and
other notes in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States, and perhaps other nations. Within the United States, you are free to copy and distribute this work because no entity (individual or corporation) has copyright to the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain blured pages, bad pictures, wrong tags, etc. Scientists believe, and we agree, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced and generally accessible to the public. We appreciate your support for the conservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. Seller Inventory # LHB9781358345401 More Information About This Seller | Contact this 21st century retailer. Seller's picture About this item: Print offices and stereotypical V.-E. Gauthier and Co, Nice, 1880. [2], 6, 235, [5] pp. Frontis, C. Mattei. 3
representations of human figures, p. 236 - 237. 8vo. 7-1/8 x 4-5/8 Electro-homoeopathy is a derivative of homeopathy that originated with Count Cesar Mattei of Bologna. The name is derived from a combination of electro (which refers to the electrical bioenergy content supposedly extracted from plants
and therapeutic values, not electricity in the conventional sense) and homeopathy (referring to an alternative medical philosophy developed by Samuel Hahnemann in the 18th century). Electro-homeopathy is defined as a combination of electrical devices and homeopathy, however some argue that the
therapeutic use of homeopathic preparations of certain electrical bioenergy plants is intended for term. Discipline is considered different from traditional homeopathy, which relies on serially diluted medication substances that cause similar symptoms to those it tries to cure; electro-homeopathy, however,
does not directly follow the law of the like. Mattei studied natural science, anatomy, physiology, pathology, chemistry and botany. He ultimately focused on the alleged therapeutic power of 'electricity' in botanical extracts, making bold, ultimately unsupported claims about the efficacy of his treatments,
including the claim that his treatments offered a non-surgical alternative to cancer. Not surprisingly, his claims were met with skepticism by established medical authorities. Despite the criticism, including the British medical establishment's challenge to the hard success of cancer treatment, electro-
homeopathy (or matteism, as was sometimes known at the time) was accepted and by the beginning of the 20th was the subject of about 100 publications and there were three magazines dedicated to it. After Mattei's death, his work was built by Theodore Krauss (1864 - 1924) which increased the
number of treatments available, including the introduction of injectable forms of treatment, and modernized manufacturing processes. [Wiki]. A scant book on the subject: OCLC records 6 ccm worldwide, with only 2 in the US. ABPC does not show copies at auction in the last 30+ years. It's a binding.
Textblock - VG+ (occasional pen underline and marginal notes). Modern brown quarter calf tying with marble paper plates. New EPS. Seller Inventory #33872 More about this salesman | Contact this seller on May 25, 2015. Page 2 2
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